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Let h2 be an integer. A set A of positive integers is called a
Bh-sequence if all sums a1+a2+ } } } +ah , where ai # A (i=1, 2, ..., h), are
distinct up to rearrangements of the summands. A Bh-sequence is also
called a Sidon sequence of order h [5].
Let A be a B2k-sequence. Denote by A(n) the cardinality of A & [0, n].
When k=1, Erdo s [1] showed that
lim inf
n  
A(n) log nn <.
Recently, Jia [2] showed that, if A(n2)A(n2), then
lim inf
n  
A(n) 2klog nn <.
As mentioned in [2], the result holds when k=2 without the extra con-
dition A(n2)A(n)2 and this condition does not always hold for a
B2k -sequence.
Here we show that
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The Corollary follows from the Theorem when k2. When k=1, it is
a weaker statement of the result of Erdo s.














































;(n)k } - n } log n.
So,




Now for any integer r (1rk) define V(r, n) to be the set of 2r-tuples




(2) ai , bi # A & [0, n2], and
(3) [a1 , a2 , ..., ar] & [b1 , b2 , ..., br]{<.



















































































A(n)2k&2r } |V(r, n)|=O(n), and |V(1, n)|=O(n12k).



















|V(r, kn)| O(n (2k&2r)2k)
=O(n).
Combining this with inequality (1),












This completes the proof of Theorem. K
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